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OF 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

1 2019 Joseph Zimmerman 5_11 185 R/R Connetquot

5-foot-11,  185-pounds, above average frame, strong build. At 
the plate, slightly open stance, with a small foot lift. Easy loose 
swing and approach. Stays on the ball with balance and hits to 

the opp-field. Consistent swing path. Pitching, 3/4 arm slot, 
extends on delivery and follow through well. Consistent in zone 

while staying balanced. Peak FB: 79, FB: 76-79, CB:66-67, CH: 
64-68.

7.63 87 N/A

3 2019 Nicholas LoMonaco 5_9 175 R/R William Floyd High School

Average frame, athletic build, ran a 6.94 60 yard dash. 82 mph 
arm strength from the OF. Uses lower half on throws from OF. 
Short to the ball and short arm action. In the box, slightly open 

stance, with a medium hand set. Explosive hip transfer with 
quick, fluid bat speed. Hands and feet time up well at contact 

point. 92 mph exit velo. 

6.94 92 82

6 2019 Trevor Adamo 5_11 158 R/R Connetquot

Ran a 7.21 60 yard dash , 5-foot-11, 160-pounds with a lean 
build. Above average carry and arm strength to the bag (84). 

Keeps  body behind his throws, short arm path, 3/4 slot,  great 
reads on balls to the OF. In the box, upright stance with slight 

toe tap. Mostly level swing path, and stays on the ball well. one 
handed high finish, 87 mph exit velo. 

7.21 87 84

8 2019 Colin Diez 5_8 160 L/L Division

Smaller, lean build standing 5-foot-8, 160 pounds. Strong 
throwing arm from the OF at 83 mph, with a quick arm action. 

At the plate, even stance with a consistent 2 hand medium 
finish. Short to the ball with84 mph bat speed. Goes with the 

ball well to all fields.

7.04 84 83

10 2019 Roman Dorosh 6_1 180 R/R Sachem East

6-foot-1, 180-pounds with an athletic, projectable frame. Above 
average arm strength at 88 mph with carry to the bag. Long arm 
action, and uses his body well behind the ball on throws. In the  
box, open stance with small leg raise. Positive direction with his 
stride foot for timing. Above average bat speed at 92 mph off a 

tee, with pull side juice.  

7.21 93 88

MIF 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

4 2019 Tommy Reifler 5_10 155 L/R Garden City

Lean, athletic frame, ran a 7.07 60 yard dash. Smooth 
repeatable actions defensively. Strong arm. Quick release. 
Smooth footwork. At the plate, relaxed in his setup,  keeps 

barrel in zone a long time. Hands get to ball quickly. Generated 
harder contact when he went middle/oppo, exit velo 82 mph.

7.07 82 75

11 2019 Nick Harvey 6_0 180 S/R Smithtown HS East

6-foot-0, 180 pounds, strong build, gamer type, average actions 
defensively. Good size. Arm action is easy and ball has good 
carry to the bag. Switch hitter. Loose bat speed and contact 

from both sides. More lift from left side but harder contact from 
right side, compact path, 86 mph exit velo and expect that 

number to increase. 

7.42 L-78 R-86 72

15 2019 Andrew Ciufo 6_0 190 R/R Phillips Academy

Strong arm with effort defensively with arm-strength at 84.. 
Average actions, fields from a wide base, open glove. Moves 
well for size running a 7.02 60. In the box, athletic stance and 

actions. Finds barrel consistently. Good lift in swing. Good 
intent. Loose hands. Power potential with 92 mph exit velo. 

7.02 92 84

18 2019 Aidan Larkin 6_0 185 S/R Chaminade

6-foot-0, 185 pounds with a durable build. Quick, fluid actions, 
active lower half. Strong arm from a 3/4 slot, 81 mph. Quick 

release. In the box, switch hitter. Keeps hands high in his set-up, 
long path at times, consistent contact, signs of power to the 

gaps, more juice from the left side. 

7.35 L-84 R-87 81
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Catchers 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm Pop Time Range

7 2019 Alec Maag 6_0 180 R/R Center Moriches

6-foot-0, 180-pounds with a durable frame. Wide setup, soft 
receiving skills, quick release with active feet, Above average 

arm strengh with carry through the target, 1.97 pop time in the 
workout with a 79 mph arm. Minimal movement in approach at 
the plate, hands away from body, short and compact to the ball, 

medium length finish, 88 mph exit velo. 

7.64 88 79 1.97-2.09

9 2021 Santo Anzalone 6_0 210 R/R Monsignor McClancy

6-foot-0, 210-pounds with a large frame, durable and suitable 
for the position, decent footwork, high 3/4 release point with 74 

mph arm-strength, 2.15 pop-time. Slightly open stance in the 
box, generates89 mph bat speed with consistent hip transfer, 

soild contact and level bat path through the contact zone.  

7.81 89 74 2.14-2.20

12 2019 Justin Harvey 6_0 180 R/R Smithtown East

6-foot-0, 180-pounds with a strong solid body type, energy 
behind plate, active quick arm action with accuracy, glove to 

hand transfer is quick with a 2.08 pop time in the workout. Wide 
base in the box, relaxed stance, low leg kick for timing, 83 mph 

bat speed, consistent contact from a slighty inclined barrel path. 

7.61 83 73 2.08-2.13

3B 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

2 2019 Thomas Carpenter 5_11 185 R/R Westlake

Strong frame, well built. Stays behind the ball, gets body 
through the ball on his throws, arm action is ong, smooth 
throwing motion, 77 mph.  At the plate, leverage in swing. 

Power potential. Aggresive finish with extension. Ball carries to 
the gaps, impressive 96 mph exit velo. 

7.11 96 77

20 2019 Bryce Grathwohl 6_0 180 R/R Mattituck 74

19 2019 Hunter Traenkle 5_10 190 R/R Division

Strong frame at 5-foot-10, 190-pounds. Simple easy actions. 74 
mph arm strength from a 3/4 slot. Compact swing in the box, 

short path. Keeps hands tight. Limited extension after contact. 
Exit velo was 89 mph with some juice to the pullside gap. 

7.92 89 74

1B 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

17 2019 Thomas Evans 6_5 200 L/R Orchard Park

6-foot-5, 200-pounds with a lean projectable body build. Active 
feet for size, quick release, with a long take away 78 mph arm-
strength. Open stance in the box, quick hands to the ball, level 
swing that is free and easy, solid contact with power potential, 

balanced finish, 88 mph exit velo with more in the tank.

7.48 88 78

P Peak FB FB Range CB/SL Range CH Range Other

6 2019 Trent Wasserman 5_11 150 L/L Brighton

Slender wiry frame. Quick tempo and twitchy actions. Long arm 
extension with some wrap behind body/head. Arm crosses 

across body at a mid 3/4 arm angle. At times his arm action is 
similar to slinging action. Inconsistent balance on finishes and 

tends to fly off to glove side. Arm side run on FB. CB has average 
spin but shows feel with a 2/7 shape. 

78 76-77 67-70 63-64

14 2019 Douglas Goodwin 5_11 195 R/R Smithtown East

Polished RHP that showed the ability to command a 3-pitch mix. 
Good frame with strength and balance. Quick arm action out of 

a low 3/4 slot. Simple and clean actions. Short stride and 
compact arm action make it very easy for him to get his delivery 

on time and keep the ball down in the zone. 

87 83-86 78-81 78-80

20 2019 Bryce Grathwohl 6_0 180 R/R Mattituck

Avg actions at 3B. Quick release. Good frame. Swing was long at 
times but stays level thru contact. Good balance when finishing 

after contact.
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21 2019 Joseph Savino 6_4 195 R/R Connetquot

Balanced frame with present strength but still room for 
projection. Repeatable and efficient mechanics with good 

tempo. Lightning quick arm from a low 3/4 slot. Very athletic 
delivery. All 3 pitches are consistently around the zone. Good 

pitchability. 

89 84-88 70-72 72-75

22 2019 Michael Storms 6_3 205 R/L Smithtown
3/4 arm slot, keeps front side closed, commands zone and 

extends when delivering.
82 79-81 68-70

23 2019 AJ Verga 5_11 180 L/L William Floyd
Loose arm action, throws down hill with over the top delivery, 

follows through well. 
83 80-82 SL: 76-77 73-74

25 2019 Anthony Cinquemani 6_4 210 R/R West Islip
Tall Athletic frame, tight leg kick, great arsenal of pitches, over 

the top delivery, loose arm.
82 78-81 64-65 71-72

10 2019 Roman Dorosh 6_1 180 R/R Sachem East

Above average athlete with a strong frame and explosive 
actions. Long, smooth arm action that accelerates through his 

release point with tremendous arm speed. Repeats his delievery 
well. Generates power from good rotation over his front side 
and exceptional body control. Breaking ball is above average 

with tight spin and hard break. High level talent 

91 87-90 73-77


